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Save and savor those precious moments with your child in this journal for mothers.Ask any mother

and she will tell you there are just not enough hours in the day. By the time she has fed, clothed,

and bathed the children, readÃ‚ Curious GeorgeÃ‚ for the 100th time, cut the crusts off the PB&J

sandwiches, and removed the ground-in dirt from the play clothes, she does not have time to create

a detailed scrapbook of each of her children's lives. It's no wonder that so many elaborate baby

books remain incomplete, their pristine pages adding to the guilt and inadequacy that many moms

already feel.That is whyÃ‚ The Mommy JournalÃ‚ is so perfect for today's moms. It offers a quick

and guilt-free way to record the special moments of childhood. Space for each entry is only about

three inches long and undated, so there is no pressure to write lengthy narratives or to journal every

day. In less than five minutes, mothers can quickly jot down the moments they want to remember

forever. Plus, unlike traditional baby books,Ã‚ The Mommy JournalÃ‚ lets mothers record memories

of all their children in one place.Charming illustrations of toys, hearts, and animals grace each page.

Every few pages contain a bit of parenting wisdom such as, "The best thing you can give children

next to good habits are good memories." Instructions for fun activities moms can do with their

children, such as make edible finger paint from instant pudding, are included as well.Ã‚ The

Mommy JournalÃ‚ will become a treasured keepsake, both for the mom who creates it and for the

child who receives this precious record of childhood.
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Purple Cat Company, which creates and designs journals, stationery, calendars, and other items to

capture childhood memories. A portion of the profits from The Mommy Journal are being donated to

Our Little Haven, a foundation for children who have been neglected or abused, or who were born

drug-addicted or with HIV.

I love this. I just purchased this to keep a journal/record of my daughter's life. I really like that there

are three "boxes" or places for a story per page. There are small child like images in each "box" with

no other writing printed on the pages. This allows me to free write whatever i choose. I highly

recommend this book to anyone wanting to have a nice record of your child's life.

if you're the type of mom that likes to write a lot and keep written memories for your child is a great

idea, but if you're lazy like me then don't. you don't have to write every day but I loss the point of

writing. I prefer keeping baby memories by photos. the spaces are kinda small so you just can write

shorts letters.

I have this book and have been writing in it for my daughter since she was born now she is 18

months. It is a great way to jot little memories and milestones for your child in a non-pressured way,

as each page has 3 sections with cute little illustration images to divide your entries with just a blank

line for the date. I keep it on my nightstand and when she does something funny or memorable that

I don't want to forget, I write in down in there. One day I'll give it to him - filled with my thoughts as a

mom, written to my princess.If there is anything precious that I have to take n run from house... this

is one of the item... all my memories and love is treasured here...love...love...love

Great gift for new Moms. Beautifully put together for a new Mommy to write a short paragraph when

she finds the time!

really cute journal! i try to make it a point to write in it often so i can remember the precious

moments and milestones i have with my daughter and hopefully she will be able to appreciate this

someday. i love how there is just enough space for something short and sweet so you don't feel the

pressure to write something long, because let's be real. what kind of mom has that kinda time! lol

Love, love, love!! This is the second one I purchased! Super cute and a great way to keep track of

memories!



Exactly what I was looking for so I can write messages to my baby during my pregnancy and when

he arrives on February. Lots of space so I can write lots of letters!

Loved the book for my first children (twins!). I had one book for each child, and it worked nice for

quick notes or special thoughts to my baby. However, when baby number three came, I found I was

no longer able to keep up the first two books, let alone three books. If you have more than one child,

I would recommend a single book that could be used for all the children at one time (one that listed

date, name of child, location, and a space to write your note). Not as personal to each child. But lets

face it - you are busy! However, I have to say overall this is better than the "baby books" for marking

first year milestones. It will sit nicely on your desk or nightstand reminding you to take a moment to

jot something down. I have given this book as a gift to first time mommies.
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